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The wolfactory is proud to announce the release of myReferer 1.0.  This module will allow any
Xoops site webmaster to record visits and datas from his referers, web spiders and search
engine. It will gather any keywords used to reach his website, and will automatically display an
alphabetically ordered list of word link to the most visited pages. You can have a sample of this
module on the wolFactory. You can also see the alphabetical list... Special thanks to Marco for
his inspiration about the keyword section, Marcan who has checked my code and made it
compatible with php5, Philou who has checked the security side of the module and every
xoopers who helped me with some code tips in the forums.

Extra explications

When coding this module, and after several test on various sites, I had to decisions which may
not suits every users. Here are some of them:

1) Keywords selection

In the 'record.php' file, the keyword selection is running through a filter process:

 // Keyword analyser //////////////////////////////////////////////////
    $array = explode(' ', $query);
    foreach ( $array as $query ) {
    $query = strip_tags($query);

// Uncomment the following line if you have problems with special characters.
// Attention: this option may cause your site to crash if not accepted by your server!
// $query = mb_convert_encoding($query, "", "auto");

// Check keyword lenght
    $query_lenght = strlen($query);
if ( $query_lenght > $min AND $query_lenght 
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